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Application of Modern Synthesis to Aircraft
Control: Three Case Studies
DAGFINN GANGSAAS, KEVIN R. BRUCE, JAMES

Abstract-Theroleoffeedbackcontrol
in thesolution of aircraft
stability and control problems is discussed. It is argued that this role is
becoming more and more important and is akey to meeting performance
objectives for new aircraft. .4s a consequence, the control engineer must
develop control laws for applications with many, sometimes conflicting,
In the
past,
control
objectives
and
stringent
safety
requirements.
predominantly classical sy-nthesis techniques have beenused in industry to
developcontrollawsforaircraft.However,theso-calledmodern
synthesistechniquesthatareclaimed
to improvequalityandreduce
development cost are having increased practical use in industry.
Modern synthesis techniques that offer significant promise of practical
applicationsarediscussedbriefly,andthreecasestudiesoftheir
application to aircraft control problems are presented. The first example
involves the redesignof an autopilot control law to improve stability and
reducesensitivity
toplantparametervariations.
A muchimproved
controllawwasdeveloped,flighttested,andimplemented
in the
autopilot of the Boeing 767 commercial transport airplane. The second
and third examples address the development o f control laws for aircraft
that rely extensively on feedback control to furnish satisfactory stability
and control characteristics. These two applications are typical
of the next
generation of transportaircraftthat
will rely extensively on feedback
control to improve fuel efficiency. The control laws gave the airplane
flight characteristics that are superior to those of current airplanes.
Thesolutionspresentedcouldhavebeenobtainedusing
classical
synthesis techniques. However, the modern approach reduced the number
of design iterations required and appeared to produce better control laws
for a given level of practical experience of the control engineer. In our
opinion, this approach to control law synthesis will play an increasingly
importantroleincontroldesignforpresentandfutureaircraft.
Implementedinauser-friendlyengineeringworkstationenvironment,
these techniques offer improvement in quality and reduction in developmentcost,andforsomeapplications,particularlytofuturehighperformanceaircraft.onlythemodernmultiloopsynthesistechniques
will offer practical and cost-effective solutions.
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stability and control is probably the greatest contribution of
the
Wright brothers in the development of the airplane.” Today, the
importance of satisfactory aircraft stability and control characteristics. and the need to incorporate them into the aircraft design is
well recognized.Theaircraftdesignermustensure
that
a
comprehensive set of aircraft stability and control requirements,
such as those in [ 2 ] . aresatisfied. Initially.suchrequirements
were met by ensuring that the aircraft exhibited inherent
or natural
stability and control characteristics. This implied that the aircraft
could be safely
piloted
using
relatively
simple
mechanical
connectionsbetweentheflightcontrolsurfacesandthepilot’s
controllers.
With introduction of the jet engine, aircraft speed and altitude
envelopes increased dramatically. Designers found it increasingly
In particular,theforces
difficulttomeettherequirements.
required to maneuver the aircraft became excessive and beyond
thepilot‘sability.
Thisledtotheintroductionofpowered
controls.Virtually all high-performanceaircrafttoday
rely on
some form of hydraulic power actuation of the control surfaces.
The pilot supplies the actuation forces indirectlyby controlling the
amount of power applied to the surfaces.
Havingsatisfactorilysolvedtheproblem
offurnishingthe
to be designed to
requiredcontrolforces.theaircraftalsohad
meet
stability
requirements.
Furnishing
satisfactory
inherent
stabilitycharacteristicsoverthe
full flightenvelopeimposed
significantrangeandpayloadpenalties,and
for aircraft witha
very wide speed envelope, such
as vertical takeoff and landing,
supersonic. and hypersonic aircraft, it has been impossible.

The Role of Feedback Control

Theimportance of feedbackcontrolinaircraftdesignwas
firmly established following World WarI1 [ 11. As a consequence,
during the last four decades, feedback control has become more
and more a part of the solution to the aircraft
stability and control
problem. All high-performance aircraft produced today employ
some form of feedback control to alter their stability and control
INTRODUCTION
characteristics. Feedback control will play an increasingly more
HIS paper highlights the importance of the role of control law importantrole in meetingtheperformanceobjectivesofnew
synthesis in thedesign of newaircraftanddemonstrates
aircraft. Control law synthesis and control performance analyses
throughthreeexampleshowmoderncomputer-aidedsynthesis
arebecomingpart
oftheiterativeaircraftdesigncycleand
techniques offer reduced development cost and improved quality
influencethe airframeandpropulsionsystemconfigurationto
of the control laws. Our thesis is that when these techniques are ensure the best possible performance benefits. This is in contrast
combined with the good understanding ofth: control problem that to past practices where the control design would mainly accomhas always been required for success. significant benefits accrue.
modate given airframe and propulsion system characteristics.
Stabilityandcontrolhas
beer, one ofthemajor
technica!
The feedback control functions of the modem fighter aircraft
challenges facing aircraft designers. The failure of many aircraft
and the Space Shuttle, for example. are necessary for safe flight.
projects in thepastcan
be directlyattributedtoinadequate
This will also be true formost aircraft in the future, including new
solutions to the stability and control problem. The success of the
transport aircraft. The control laws must function properly at all
Wright brothers in conducting the world’s first powered flight was flightconditionsandaircraftstates.Thus.theymustnotonly
due to their good understanding of the aircraft control problem.
provide nominal performance, but also ensure safety of flight.
As expressed in [l]. “The practical achievement of satisfactory
Solving the Control P,.obletn
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Controlproblemscombiningdemandingperformanceobjectives and stringent safety requirements must be addressed. In the
past theseproblemshavebeensolvedpredominantlyusing
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classicalsingle-loopfrequencyresponseandrootlocusdesign
techniques. This approach to aircraft control design is essentially
the same as that outlined in [ 11 in 1951. Although the methods
have been successful and are generally accepted, particularly in
industry,
researchers
nonetheless
have
devoted
considerable
effort to the development of new so-called modern synthesis and
analysis techniques. However, for more than 15 years there has
been debate among researchers and practicing control engineers
in
regard to the most appropriate new approach.
The various proposed methods can be divided into two schools
of thought. One is based on frequency domain descriptions of the
physical plant. control objectives, and sensitivity properties.
It is
derived from the classical single-loop design methods
of Bode,
Evans, and Horowitz [3]-[5]that have been extended to multiloop
problems(notably 161 and 171). Thesecond is based on timedomain
state-space
descriptions
of
the
physical
plant.
The
correspondingcontrolobjectives are expressedastime-domain
response criteria. The most popular synthesis approach is based
on linear quadratic optimization. which has a particularly well[SI-[ 131. Thereareprecise
developedtheoreticalfoundation
mathematicalrelationshipsbetweenthefrequency-domainand
timedomainapproaches [ 141. However,there hasbeenatenor the
dency among engineers to teach and practice either one
other.
Multiloop frequency domain techniques are claimed to provide
a natural framework for implementing practical design requirements.Theywouldpresumablydrawupontheextensivefrequencydomainexpertiseandinsightsderivedfromsingle-loop
systems. However, the techniques have failed to find widespread
use among classical control engineers in industry. The latter still
rely predominantly on one-loop-at-a-time frequency response and
root locus techniques.
The proponents of modern time-domain syntheses claim these
techniques can handle multiloop control problems in a formal and
systematicmanner.Manypapersdealing
with application of
modern control techniques have been published
in recent years.
Unfortunately, many of these are only of academic interestthey
as
are highly theoretical and lack focus on practical design. This has
made it difficult for the control engineers to put new theory into
practice. Thus. in spite of the availability of good computational
software. the techniques have not found widespread practical use
in industry.
This
failure
is. forthe
most
part.
due
to 1)
preoccupation with mathematicalrigor and thenotion oftime
domain optimality. 2 ) insufficient understanding of the relationship between design requirements and the mathematical formulation of the solution. 3) failure to recognize the inherent control
performancelimitationsimposed
by thenature of thephysical
plant. and 4) lack of attention to the effects of uncertainty in the
plant model description.

dual, the linear time-invariant Kalman filter [ 191. It uses the loop
recovery procedures [20] and [ 1 I ] to obtain the desired frequency
domain loop shapes at the plant inputs and outputs. respectively,
forthecombinedplantandLQGcontroller.Inessence.this
approach has generalized for multiloop systems the following four
fundamental principles of classical single-loop synthesis:
1) high
loop-gains within the control bandwidth for control performance,
2 ) well-behaved crossovers for good stability properties. 3) low
loop-gainsoutsidethecontrolbandwidth
for insensitivity to
modeling errors. and 4) good understanding of the fundamental
limitationsimposed by nonminimumphaseandlightlydamped
plant zeros.
A second approach based on parameter optimization. but of a
more general nature than the standard LQG procedure.
will be
addressed in one of the case studies in this paper. This method,
which is described in [?I]. has the following features:
1) direct
synthesis of low-order controllers of arbitrary structure. 2 ) direct
synthesis of a fixedor gain scheduled controller for multiple plant
conditions. and 3) incorporation of design requirements via linear
and nonlinear equality and inequality constraints.
In addition, it
can beusedin
conjunctionwiththefrequencydomainshaping
proceduresreferencedearlier.Computationally.
it is a more
cumbersome and costly procedure than the LQG-based approach,
of control
butit can beused withsuccessformanyclasses
problems.
CASESTUDIES
Three case studies of the application of modern control law
synthesis to aircraft control are presented. All three involve one
control input and multiple sensors. These are typical of aircraft
control problems solved in the past using classical synthesis. They
do not represent applications of modem synthesis techniques at
their point ofstrength.which
is solvingproblemswithmany
highlycoupledcontrolloops.
However. thecasestudies
will
demonstrate that the new techniques offer significant benefits even
in the case of single input systems. The work should be viewed as
typical for industry engineers who are learning the new techniques
by applying them to traditional control problems. In our opinion,
forengineers in
this is anecessaryandimportantexperience
industrypriortoaddressingthe
more complex multiloop problems.
A . For those
A list ofnomenclatureisgiveninAppendix
readers who are not familiar with aircraft. a brief description of
termsassociated with flightmechanicsandcontrol
is given in
Appendix E. State models used in Examples I1 and 111 are given in
Appendix C . The state models used in Example I involved over 50
states dueto verydetailedmodelingoftheaircraft,sensors.
computers. control laws. servos. and actuators.
It is outside the
scope of this paper to include all this model data.

The Approach
Theseshortcomingshave beenrecognizedoverthelastten
years. In particular, the problem of plant model uncertainty has
received considerable attention and motivated significant applications-orientedresearch.
It hasledtodevelopments
that offer
multiloopsynthesisandanalysiswithmuchthesameeaseand
reliability as the classical techniques for single controlloops. This
canlargelybecreditedtothesuccessfulbridgingofthegap
betweentheory andpractice. At theriskofoverlookingother
good approaches. only two will be highlighted here.
Thefirstapproachprobablyrepresentsthemostsignificant
advancement in thedevelopmentofpracticalmodernsynthesis
andanalysistechniques in recent years. It is based on (1) the
extensions of single-loop frequency domain shaping techniquesto
multiloopsystems
[15], and ( 2 ) theadaptationof
the linear
quadraticGaussian(LQG)methodforthesynthesisofthe
required frequency domain shapes of the multiple control loops
[ 161 and [ 171. The procedure takes advantage of the well-known
robustness properties of the linear quadratic regulator [ 181 and its

Case Study I: Improvement of the Boeing 767 Lateral
Autopilot
This example addresses the elimination of a small amplitude
limit cycle instability experienced on the Boeing 767 commercial
transport airplane. The problem was associated
with the heading
and track hold autopilot. called the lateral autopilot, and was not
solvedafterrepeatedattemptsusingclassicalsynthesistechniques. The solution involved a good understanding of the control
problemcombined mith a straightfonvardapplicationoflinear
quadraticregulatortheory.Thelatterfurnishedthenecessary
insight. in terms of required feedback signals and corresponding
gains. to eliminate the limit cycle instability without compromising theperformanceoftheautopilotheadingandtrack
hold
functions. The success can be attributed to the excellent robustness properties of the regulator [18]. The data presented here are
summarized from an earlier paper 1221.
Problem Statement: Occasional ride discomfort was reported
during early passenger service of the Boeing 767 commercial jet
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transport.Itwasdue
to asmall-amplitude,sustainedyawing
oscillationthatoccurredonlyduringhighaltitudecruiseflight
when both the yaw damper and lateral autopilot were engaged.
The yaw damper increases the damping of the dutch roll mode of
as a single control. The dutch roll
the aircraft using the rudder
mode, which involves yaw and roll angle oscillations,is described
in Appendix B. The yaw damper is normallyengagedboth in
manual and automatic flight. During automatic flight, the lateral
autopilot is engaged and it controls heading or track angle using
the combination of left and right ailerons as a single control.
Flight testing showed that if the yaw damper was disengaged,
was opened, but thelateral
thatis,theruddercontrolloop
autopilot was engaged, the aircraft did not exhibit the limit cycle
instability. However, with this nonstandard configuration
of the
yaw damper and lateral autopilot, the aircraft dutch
roll mode was
0;
1
'\
10
100
lightly damped. Analysis of flight test data showed that engaging
F R E O U E N C Y . Irad:rl
the lateral autopilot tended to reduce the damping of the dutch roll
\
mode particularly with the yaw damper disengaged. Fig. 1 shows
,,&DUTCH
ROLL MODE F R E O U E N C Y
the open-loop gain and phase characteristicsin the aileron control
0
J
loop with the rudder loop open.It is clear that the stability margins
are very small and that very small gain and phase variations would
-40
on
lead to instabilities at the dutch roll mode frequency. Based
this, it washypothesizedthatdeadbandandhysteresis
in the
-80
rudder control loop combined with relatively small variations
in
-120
aerodynamic control effectivenessin the aileron loop could cause
the observed limit cycle oscillations.
160
Tests had shown that all of the aerodynamic parameters and
nonlinearities were well within normal and predicted values for
4 200
it
thoseaircraftexhibitingthelimitcyclebehavior.Thus,
-240
appeared that due to adverse coupling between the aileron and
rudder control loops, there washigh sensitivity tosmall nonlinearities and variations in aerodynamicparameters.Itwasfurther
-320
hypothesized that this sensitivity could be reduced if the destabilizing effect on the dutch roll mode from the lateral autopilot was
360
eliminated, or even better, turned into a stabilizing effect. Thus,
01
1
1
10
100
F R E O U E N C Y . (radlrl
the design problem was to improve the dutch roll damping and
improve stability margins with the lateral autopilot engaged and
Fig. 1 . Aileron open-loop frequency response with rudder loop open.
the yaw damper disengaged.
The autopilot control law had been synthesized using standard
root locus and frequency response techniqueswith sequential loop C O M M A N D
closures on the various feedback sensors. The latter comprised
almost the full state vector except for sideslip angle
0, and yaw
rate r. Yaw rate was sensed. butnot used for feedback. Root locus
ANTI-ALIASING FILTERS
analysisshowedthatdutchrolldampingcould
be improved.
However, this wasatthe expense of reduced heading or track
in lateral
modestabilitythat
led to significantdegradation
autopilotperformance.Extensiverootlocusanalysisfailedto
SENSORS
produce a set of gains that offered significant improvements
in
dutch roll mode stability while maintaining the required lateral
autopilotperformance.Itwasthendecidedtousefull-state
not a
feedbacksynthesis in anattempttoestablishwhetheror
better solution existed.
Objectives and Constraints:
I : .
Theobjectivewastoeliminateperceptibleresidualyaw
oscillations, without affecting lateral autopilot performance.
Reduce rms lateral accelerations and aileron deflections due
to gust inputs.
RUDDER DEFLECTION
Duetocostandscheduleconstraints
only changestothe
Fig. 2. Plant model-Case Study I .
control laws in the lateral autopilot were allowed.
The lateral autopilot had to operate satisfactorily with and
without the yaw damper engaged.
dynamics,andantialiasingfiltersonthesensorsignals.
In
Controlling either heading angle or track angle should not
addition,theyawdampercontrollaws.computationaldelay,
require gain changes.
sensors, and rudder servo and actuator dynamics were modeled.
The control performance and stability had tobe insensitive to Thistotalmodel
wasexpressed in state-spaceform at various
nonlinearities and variations in the aerodynamic characteristics.
50
flightconditions(Fig. 3). Thestatevectorcomprisedover
The control loop bandwidth and high-frequency gain should elements.Theruddercontrolloop
was openforcontrol
law
not be greater than that of the existing design.
synthesis(seeFig. 2 ) , however, it wasclosedforperformance
Design Method: Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the plant
analysis with the yaw damper engaged.
The control law design was basedon the airplane model for the
model used for analysis and synthesis.
It represents the aileron
actuationsystem.flightcontrolcomputertimedelay,airplane
nominal cruise flight condition, using linear quadratic regulator
_u
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(ALTITUDE = 40,000ft)
Center of
gravity,
( % MAC1

Mach
no.

Flight
conditions

Weight,

1

180,000
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0.82

2

300,000

13

0.73

3

300,000

36

0.75
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Fig. 4. Complemented heading or track angle

Fig. 3. Flight conditions-Case Study I.

Control laws

714

Original

(LQR) synthesis. Full-state feedback gains were calculated based
on the following cost function:

Fig. 5. Gains used in flight test.

~ = ( l / 2 ) ~ [ Q r ( ~ ~ - ~ ) ~ + Q $ ( ~ ~ - ~ ) 2 + ~ ~ 6 ( ! ( ~ ~ - ~ ) ) ~
to zero without any impact on stability and control performance.
+ Q d r ( ~ d r ) ' + ( L ) ' l (1) Theproportionalheadingand
integral
heading
gains
were

where Q r , Q d , Q,$, and Qdr are the penalty weighting on yaw
rateerror,complementedheadingortrackerror.
integralof
or trackerror,anddutch
rollmode
complementedheading
displacement ydr,respectively. For this problem. measured yaw
rate r is approximately equal to heading rate$ [23]. The dutch roll
modedisplacement
ydr is related to thestatesthroughthe
eigenvectors in a standard modal decomposition.,6 is the input to
c in (1) refers to command
the aileron actuators. The subscript
values.
To meet the requirement that heading angle$ or track angle $,r
shouldbecontrolledinterchangeablywithoutcontrollawgain
changes. it was necessary to close the proportional and integral
loops on complemented heading or track angle $. as defined in
Fig. 4. Angles $ and $ f r are related by:

$fr=$+B.

(2)

The dutch roll mode dominates the slideslip fl response. Thus. if
$fr were substituted directly
for $ therewould be asignificant
impact on the dutch roll mode stability requiring control law gain
changes from a redesign. By setting the break frequency (a = 0.2
rad/s) of the complementary filter in Fig. 4 well below the dutch
roll mode frequency of 1 rad/sl there is sufficient attenuation of
the p response at thisfrequencytoensure
minimalimpact on
dutch roll modestabilitywhen
is substituted for $. Theyaw
rate r input to the complementary filter ensuresthat good heading
and track mode stability is maintained. This is a good example of
how frequency domain loop shaping can be used
to help satisfy
apparently conflicting design requirements.
Reflectingastandard
rate,proportional.and integralcontrol
structure, the penalties Q r , Qi,and Q, were adjusted to obtain
the same heading or track mode damping, bandwidth. andintegral
time constant as the classical design. Next the damping of the
dutchrollwasincreased
by increasingthedutch
roll mode
weighting Qdr. Thisdid notaffectthedampingoftheother
modes. For example, the heading or track mode poles remained
unchanged as the dutch roll damping changed from 0.065 to 0.17
(at 1.01 rad/s).
The gain on sideslip angle/3 changed from a positive value to a
large negative value as Q, was increased. Unfortunately$ fl was
not available as a feedback sensor. Qdrwas therefore adjusted to
give a set of gains that included a gain ofzero on 8. This resulted
in a dutch roll damping of ldr= 0.08. Although the absence of
sideslip feedback limited the amount
of damping that could be
obtained. the improvement was significant when compared to the
dutch roll damping of Cdr = 0.01 for the classical design.
theLQRsynthesis
Fig. 5 compares thegainsobtainedfrom
with those of the classical design. Only the significant gains from
the full-state LQR design were retained. The remainder were set

approximatelythesameforbothdesigns.However,there
are
significant differences in the two designs for the yaw rate r, roll
angle 4. and roll rate p , gains. The classical design had a zero
gain on yaw rate while the LQR design has a relatively high gain.
Thisgain maintainedafixedratiototheheadinggain
for all
designs having a well-damped heading mode. The roll angle gain
was reduced by a factor of three and theroll rate gain was reduced
by 30 percent.
There were no combinationsof weights in the cost function (1)
that would produce a roll angle gain as large in magnitude as that
of the classical design. Originally. the rationale for this large gain
was to ensure good tracking performance
for heading angle. In
coordinated flight. that is. with the sideslip angle close to zero,
roll angleandyawratearerelatedkinematically[23].and
thereforeareequivalent feedbacksignals. However, this is not
true when there are significant sideslip oscillations as in the case
of a lightly damped dutch roll mode. It is interesting to note that
theLQRsynthesisprovidedtheinsight
that yawratefeedback
rather than roll angle feedback would give a much better tradeoff
between robustness and control performance as will be seen later.
The fact that yaw rate feedback had been excluded in the earlier
work using the root locus technique accountsfor the failure to find
an acceptable solution.
Performance: Prior to flight test the control law performance
was evaluated by analysis at ten different flight conditions. These
reflected the full range of gross weight. center of gravity location,
and speed expected in high altitude cruise flight. Data from the
four worst flightconditionsarepresentedhere.Analysiswas
performed with the yaw damper both engaged and disengaged and
or track angle. All combinations
with control of heading angle
produced
satisfactory
results
[22].
However,
only
data
for
heading control with the yaw damper disengagedwill be presented
here since it represented the most difficult design problem.
Fig. 6 shows the damping of the dutch roll and heading modes.
The redesigned control law
shows a significant reduction in the
sensitivitytovariations in flight condition. The original control
law has minimum damping of Cdr = 0.01 for the dutch roll mode
and
= 0.47for theheadingmode.
Overthesamerange
of
flight conditions the new control law furnished minimum damping
= 0.7 for the corresponding modes. In fact.
of cdr = 0.08 and
for all cruise flightconditionsthemodesexhibitedexcellent
stability without any gain scheduling [ E ] .
One of the aerodynamic parameters that introduces coupling
betweentherudderandaileroncontrolloopsistheyawing
Its
momentderivative with respect to ailerondeflection Cnba.
value is difficult to predict and may vary considerably including
reversingthesignatsomeflightconditions.Thus.oneofthe
design requirements was that the dutch roll damping should
be
insensitive to changesin this parameter. Fig. 7 shows the variation
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Case Study 11: Control Law f o r Longitudinal Control of a
Modern Transport Airplane

Thisapplicationinvolvesthesynthesis
of acommandand
stability augmentation control law for a transport airplane with
0 1 1
relaxedrequirementsforinherentlongitudinalstability.This
Fig. 7. Sensitivity in d u t c h roll mode damping.
airplane is typical of the next generation of transports. The design
LQG synthesis.The
involvedapplicationoffrequency-shaped
control law performed well during nonlinear piloted simulations.
of the dutch roll damping to large changes
in Cnao.The original It wasderivedfromasingle-pointdesignandachievedgood
control performance and robustness properties over the full flight
controllawexhibitsconsiderablesensitivitytothesechanges
and
center
of
gravity
range
using
minimal
gain
while the new control law shows significantly less variation in the envelope
scheduling. The work has been summarized previously [24].
dutch roll mode damping.
Problem Statement: Traditionally,transportairplaneshave
Anotherdesignobjectivewastominimizegustresponse
in
beendesignedtohaveacertainlevelofinherentlongitudinal
particularlateralaccelerations
in thecabinandcommanded
of
aileron deflections. Fig. 8 shows rms lateral accelerations at three stability. This and other control requirements dictate the size
positions in the cabin. and rms aileron deflection. bank angle. and the horizontal tail and restrict the permissible most aft location of
the center of gravity (c.g.j . The efficiency of these airplanes can
heading angle. The new control law offers significant reductions
in all rms responses. Of particular importance is the 60 percent be improved by decreasing the horizontal tail size and moving the
in weightandtrim drag
69 c.g. aft. The corresponding reductions
reduction in rms lateral acceleration in the aft cabin and the
from the decreased tail size and trim load on the tail can yield a
percent reduction in rms aileron deflections.
Flight Test Results: The new lateral autopilot control law was significantreduction in fuelconsumption [25]. However. these
implemented in the
flight
control
computers.
This
entailed airplanes will have unsatisfactory longitudinal stability and control
characteristics within part of their c.g. and flight envelopes.
modifyingtheautopilotgainschedulestoequaltheredesigned
The stability and response characteristics for such an airplane
gain values of Fig. 5 at the cruise flight conditions and adding a
were evaluated at the four flight conditions listed in Fig. 11. Fig.
yaw rate feedback to the aileron command input. The perform12 shows for a range of c.g. locations typical normal acceleration
ance of the original and new control laws were evaluated during
flighttest. Fig. 9 showsthe light dutch roll damping with the and pitch ratetimeresponsestoastepelevatorinput.Fig.13
showsthecorrespondinglong-termspeedresponses.Thereoriginalcontrol law.Fig. 10 demonstratesthesignificantimprovement in dutch roll damping offered by the new control law. sponses are typicalofall four flightconditions. In Fig. 14the
corresponding eigenvalues are listed. Exceptfor the landing flight
This improvement was demonstrated over a wide range of flight
condition, the airplaneis unstable with the c.g. at the aft location.
conditions with andwithouttheyaw
damperengaged.The
particular test aircraft had never exhibited the limit cycle behavior A command and stability augmentation control law is required to
provide satisfactory airplane stability and control characteristics.
with the original control law. However.
it was conjectured that
Requirements and Objectives: Thefollowingarethe
main
roll modedampingwould
thisdemonstratedimproveddutch
eliminate the problem from those airplanes exhibiting limit cycle design requirements and objectives.
Satisfying flying qualities requirements [2] and [26]. These
oscillations in service.
are detailedspecificationsforallowablestabilityandoutput
The new flight control law was incorporated
on airplanes that
response characteristics.
earlier had exhibited the limit cycle oscillations. Pilots who flew
Furnish constant or task-tailored pilot column force gradients
with the modified autopilot control law gave favorable comments
withrespect tocommandednormalacceleration
andairspeed
and said that they now did not detect any limit cycle oscillations.
c.g. rangeandflightenvelope.Theseare
They considered performance of the autopilot with the new gains changesacrossthe
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IDEAL MODEL

importantparameters in determiningtheairplane'scontrollability
F,
-1 K F 1
[2] and [26].
COLUMN FORCE
1
The short-period and phugoid mode damping ratios must be
MODEL
greater than 0.5. These modes are described in Appendix B.
Normalized pitchrateresponsetostep
column force input
should fall within a particular envelope (shown in Fig. 34).
Turbulence and wind shear responses must be as good as or
better than current airplanes.
Satisfy k 10dBgainmarginand
k45 degphasemargin
HIGH-PASS FILTER
within the control bandwidth.
-1 $2 I
The loop gain crossover frequency must not exceed 3 rad/s
-1 S2+141r+10O2 I '
- 10 dB at 10
and the high-frequency loop gain must be below
rad/swithaminimumof
- 40 dB/decadeslope beyond 10 rad/s to
Fig. 15. Synthesis model for LQR design.
avoiddestabilizingunmodeledstructuralmodes
at thesehigher
frequencies.
system due to the presence of the feedback integrator. Based on
Gainschedulingmust
be functions of easilymeasured
the
guidelines
in [2] andpilotedsimulations,columnforce
parameters.
Control Law Synthesis: The airplane andwind dynamics were gradients of 30Ib/g and - 114 Ib/knotwereselectedforthis
described by linear time-invariant state-space models for the four application. The corresponding values for KF and K,, were 1/30
flight conditions. The control law synthesis was performed based (g/lb) and - 1/120 (glknot)? respectively. For other applications,
on the CRUISE flight condition with the center of gravity at the these parameters can be changed to reflect unique flying qualities
most aft location. This condition was selected because it had the requirements for specificpilottasksandflightphases.The
of thesensor
mostunfavorableinputtooutputphasecharacteristics
at the remaininggains, Ki and K,,, andthelocation
measuring normal acceleration nZ,were adjusted to obtain good
expected
crossover
frequency
(see
Fig.
37).
Analysis
was
6, and
performed and the gain schedules
were developed based on all frequency domain loop shapes between the control input
the regulated output y C .
flight
conditions
described
in Fig.
11.
The
synthesis
was
Fig. 16 shows the frequency responsebetween the elevator and
accomplishedusinglinearquadraticGaussian(LQG)synthesis
thenormalaccelerationmeasuredatafonvardlocation.Fora
with loop shaping [8]-[11], [Is]-[17]. [27]-[29].
small perturbation longitudinal airplane model, there is a zero at
Fig. 15 showsthe modelused in theLQRsynthesis.The
the origin [31]. This implies that for small inputs, nonzero normal
airplanemodelincludestheaircraftlongitudinaldynamicsand
acceleration cannot be maintained
in the steady state using the
controlservo andactuatordynamics.Thedisturbancemodel
at a
elevator.Thereisalsoapair
of lightlydampedzeros
consists of longitudinal and vertical Dryden turbulence models
In addition, an ideal frequency of approximately3radls.Thesezeroscontrolthe
[30]andahorizontalwindshearmodel.
frequencyanddamping of theclosed-loopshortperiodmodeand
columnforcecommand
modeldefiningdesiredtransientand
steady-state response characteristics to pilot inputs and a model of would result in poor damping of the mode as the loop gain is
of the
increased. A zerolocuswascalculatedasafunction
a high-pass filtered output of the control input are included. The
At a
purpose of the latter is to allow adjustmentof the control loop gain longitudinalpositionofthenormalaccelerationsensor.
location just forward of the c.g.. the zeros are located on the real
rolloffcharacteristicsathighfrequencies.Thetotalsynthesis
axis at - 16 rad/s and 60 rad/s outside the expected control-loop
model is given in Appendix C.
bandwidth.Thecorrespondingfrequencyresponseisshown
in
The gains were calculated to minimize the cost function:
Fig. 17. This loop shapewill ensure good closed-loop characteristics of the short period mode.
J = (1/2)E[Q,yt+ Qc~>f+6:c].
(3)
Fig.18showsthefrequencyresponsebetweentheelevator
input and the airspeed output. For a small perturbation longitudiThiscostfunctionwasconstructedtoreflectthedesign
nal airplane model, there is significant gain at low frequency [31].
requirements for 1) transient and steady-state command response
This implies that speed can be controlled in the steady state from
characteristics. 2) good turbulence and wind shear response, 3)
the elevator. Combining speed feedback with normal acceleration
insensitivity to model errors and parameter variations within the
feedback provides the required nonzero gain at zero frequency.
4) robustnesswithrespecttounmodeled
controlbandwidth,
Fig. 19 shows the frequency response between the elevator and
dynamics outside the control bandwidth, 5) well-behaved crossthe output nzr,.The latter is a linear combination of mean airspeed
over characteristics, and 6) good damping of all modes.
error and normal acceleration defined as:
tiec. There
The control input was the elevator servo command
were two output criteria variablesyNand y,. The criterion yu was
nru= n, + K,,Kc,A V, .
(4)
includedtoadjustthehigh-frequencygainattenuation
in the
control loop. The criterion y , represents the regulated output. It
K, was selectedtogether with KF (seeFig. 15) toprovidethe
comprises a combination of the errors in mean airspeed A V,, and desired steady-state column' force gradients as described earlier.
normal acceleration Anz, with integral control added as shown in K,, is theconversionfactorbetweentrueairspeed
in fi/s and
Fig.15.
calibrated airspeed in knots.
For a stable airplanein wings-level flight, a small column force
Mean airspeed error is defined as:
inputproducinganelevatordeflection
will result in an initial
incremental normal acceleration that returns to zero and a slower
A v,,= v n ,- V R
(5)
speedresponsethatsettlestoa
new steady-statevalue.The
sensitivitiesbetweenthecolumnforceinputand
1) the normal where VR( = U,) is thereferencetrimairspeedand
V, is the
acceleration response (Ib/g) with the airspeed unchanged, and 2) mean airspeed. The latter is defined as:
thelong-termairspeedresponse(lbjknot)withtheincremental
normal acceleration unchanged, are key parameters in determinvm = u- mu.
(6)
ing the flying qualities ofan airplane. They must lie within certain
where U is the forward speed of the airplane and urn,is the mean
bounds [2].
horizontal wind speed. In contrast, the true airspeedVTis defined
Using
the
control
lawstructuredefined
in Fig.15.the
feedforward gain KF (g/lb) and speed feedback gain K,, (g/knot) as:
completelydefinetheseparametersfor
a stable,closed-loop
vT=u- !.4m,u- ug
(7)
"ZYC
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parametervariationswithinthecontrolbandwidth,anintegral
term was added to the output criterion as follows:

CRUISE FLIGHTCONDITION

En

I,,z,, = Ana,( 1 + K i / s )

a,

-

40
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Fig. 16. Frequency response between elevator command and normal
acceleration at forward location.
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Fig. 17.

Frequency response between elevator command and normal
acceleration at mid location.
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where An;,, is defined in Fig. 15.
Avalueof
Ki = 1.5 wasselected to ensuregoodintegral
control at frequencies at or below 1.5 rad/s. As a result of thezero
placed at - 1.5 radis. theclosed-loopintegralpolewillmove
asymptotically to this value as loop gain increases. The resulting
looptransferfunction
is shoun in Fig. 20. There is apair of
lightly damped zeros at a frequency of approximately 0.06 rad/s.
These zeros control the damping and.frequency of the closed-loop
phugoid mode. The location of these zeros can be changed to a
more stable location by adjusting the parameter K,. However, this
would change the column force to airspeed gradient away from its
desired value. To avoid this. a new airspeed term was added to the
output criterion as follows:
y, = I,,;,, K, A V,

a,

(8)
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Fig. 18. Frequency response between elevator command and airspeed.
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Fig. 19. Frequency response between elevator command and

tz:#,,

where u g is the zero mean horizontal random gust velocity. The
reasonmeanairspeedratherthantrueairspeediscontrolled
is
to reduce elevator activity due
to horizontal gust inputs. V,,,cannot
be measured directly and therefore the estimate V, was used for
control law implementation.
To meet the requirement for insensitivity to model errors and

For this application, K,,was adjusted to provide damping of Cph =
0.707 for the closed-loop phugoid mode. For other applications,
K,, and K , can
be
adjusted
to reflect
different
the
gains
requirements for force gradients and
phugoid stability characteristics. These can be tailored to specific pilot tasks and flight phases.
Fig. 21 showsthefrequencyresponsebetweentheelevator
command and the regulated output criterion. This loop shape will
furnish the desired characteristics in terms of high gain within the
control bandwidth. well-behaved crossover, and good damping of
the closed-loop modes. The other criterion output.yi,,will ensure
additional gain attenuation as required at and beyond a frequency
of 10 rad/s.
A full-statecontrollaw
was synthesizedbasedon
the cost
function represented by (3) with the penalty weights Quand Qc as
design parameters. These were adjusted to furnish the required
elevator loop crossover frequency (between
2 and 3 rad/s) and
high-frequency gain attenuation. Fig. 22 illustrates that the LQR
design meets the requirements for high elevator loop gain at low,
frequencies. good gain and phase margins. and the required highfrequencygainattenuation.
Thevaluesfor
thecorresponding
penalty weights are given in Fig. 23. Feedback gains are shownin
Fig. 24.
The advantage of using LQR synthesis rather than
root locus
analysis to adjust the gains on the various states is best illustrated
with an example. Suppose, starting with the current design, we
want toreduce theintegralcontroltimeconstant.UsingLQR
synthesis this is accomplished by adjusting the parameterK , in the
regulated output y c . Fig. 25 shows that the short period damping
andthecontrolloopphasemarginremainedunchangedasthe
integralpoleismoved
from - 1.4 to -2.8. However,to
accomplishthisthe
LQRsynthesisfurnishedasolutionthat
adjusted all the gains. not only the integral gains (Fig. 26). This,
ofcourse.isnecessarytomaintaingoodstabilitymargins.
Adjusting the integral gain only using the root locus technique has
an expected destabilizing effect as illustrated in the third column
in Fig. 25. To recover the short period damping and the phase
margins will require iterative adjustments of all gains until the
same solution as that furnished by the LQR synthesis is obtained.
Thus. to obtain faster integral control, the root locus technique
requires iterative adjustments of many parameters while the LQR
of asingleparameter.
synthesisonlyrequiredtheadjustment
two LQRdesigns
Comparisonofthesignificantgainsofthe
appears in Fig. 26. It is obvious from these that maintaining good
stability requires a large increase in control loop bandwidth.
LQR
Having obtained the desired elevator loop shape in the
design. a state estimator was synthesized. The objective was to
design a feedback compensator that with the available measurements would furnish 1) the same elevator loop shape as the LQR
designs, and 2) estimates of the horizontal and vertical turbulence
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Elevator open-loop frequency response for LQR design.

Fig. 23.

LQR design parameters.

velocities.themeanairspeed,andthemeanwindspeed.The
former would ensure good control-loop stability margins while the
latter was used to furnish good airplane responses to turbulence
and wind shear in terms of low rms and peak airspeed variations,
rms elevator activity, and rms normal acceleration for good ride
qualities.
The model- used for the statc cstimator design is shown in Fig.
27. The feedback integrator, the ideal command response model,
and the high-pass filter usedin the LQR design (see Fig. 15) were
not included in thismodel.Theassociatedstatesareavailable
directly and need not be included in the state estimator. It can be
easilydemonstratedthataslongastheircontributionstothe
control input are accounted for in the formulation
of the LQG
compensator, the separation theorem [ 101 is still valid when they
are combined with the state estimator.
The process noise and sensor noise spectral densities used are
shown in Fig. 28. Theseweresetasacompromisebetween
robustness and airplane response to turbulence and wind shear. A
key tradeoff in thedesignwasthermselevatoractivity
in
turbulence versus peak airspeed deviations in wind shear. For the
ideal case of full-state feedback the combinationof low horizontal
gust gain and high wind shear gain allow low elevator activity in
turbulence combined with small peak airspeed deviations in wind
shear. The performance obtained with the full-state design shown
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Noise spectral densities for estimator design

inFig. 29 cannot be obtainedwithaLQGcompensator.
The
PEAK CALIBRATED AIRSPEED DEVIATION, IAVmsI, O n )
figureshowsthetradeoff
ofturbulenceversuswindshear
Fig. 29. rms elevator rate due to horizontal and vertical turbulence versus
performanceforseveralstateestimatordesigns
with estimated
peak airspeed deviation in horizontal wind shear.
mean airspeed error A V,,,replacing A V,, in the feedback variable
nzu.For these designsall process noise intensities were held fixed
at the values in Fig. 28, except that the wind shear noise spectral wind shear design trades did not affect maneuver performance.
The airspeed time history (unpiloted) due to a step shear input for
density S, was allowed to vary as shown.
The LQG control law does not have wind shear rate informationthe closed-loop airplane is shown in Fig. 30. and illustrates that
the aircraft will return to its trim speed following a wind shear
to feed back directly to the elevator. It uses instead a wind shear
estimatebasedonfilteredsensordata.Theairspeedsensor
input.
Elevator input noise. 6", (spectral density De<"),was used to
measures both mean wind and turbulence. The estimator comrecover the full-state feedback stability margins at the input to the
bines airspeed and longitudinal acceleration to produce estimates
of wind shear and turbulence velocities. Relatively small values
of elevator actuator. In this way the robustness characteristic of fullstatedesignwasrecovered.Analysisatthelow-speedflight
the spectral density S, produce a slow wind shear estimate. The
result is that the airspeed is heavily filtered and elevator activityin condition
revealed
that
the
eigenvalues
associated
with
the
turbulence is thus attenuated. The elevator response in wind shear estimate of the mean wind speed were lightly damped. This was
is slow resulting in large speed deviations. Conversely. relatively
due to a significant increase in the aircraft phugoid frequency at
large values of S, produce a fast wind shear estimate and good
low speeds when compared to the high speed flight condition used
control in wind shears. However, this results in increased elevator forcontrollawsynthesis.
u,, with
Additionalprocessnoise
activity in turbulence. The method employed allows a straightfor- spectraldensity V,,, wasintroducedasaninputtothespeed
wardtradeoffofelevator
activityversusperformance
in wind equation to improve the convergence of the estimate of the mean
shear.Theselecteddesignshown
in Fig. 29 wasbasedonthe
airspeed.Thisproduced
a LQGcompensatorthat
maintained
maximum acceptable level of elevator activity in turbulence. The good stability at low frequency for all flight conditions.
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The design resulted in a tenth-order state estimator that was
reducedtoeighth-order
by residualizingthehighestfrequency
Fig. 33. Closed-loop speed response at CRUISE flight condition
complex mode. This reduced-order estimator was combined with
thefeedbackintegratorandsecond-ordercontrol-looprolloff
filter to produce an eleventh-order feedback compensator. The
structure of the resulting closed-loop system is shown in Fig. 3 1.
The elevator gain was scheduled as a function
of dynamic pressure
and flap
position
(Fig.
31)
and
was
adjusted
to
maintain
approximately the same elevator control loop gain at the various
flight conditions.
Results: Typicalresponses
of theclosed-loopairplaneto
columnforce
commandsareshown
in Figs.32-35.
These
responsescomparewiththeresponsesoftheunaugmented
airplane in Figs. 12 and 13. There are significant improvementsin
0
2
4
6
8
10
thestabilityandresponse.Thesecharacteristicsarerelatively
TIME. (I!
invariantwithflightconditionandc.g.location[24].
It was a
0,
requirement that the given pitch rate response to a column force
input fall within envelopes such as the one shown in Fig. 36. This
4- -10-8
requirement was satisfied at all flight conditions [24].
i g -12
Elevator loop gain frequency responses that are typical
of all
14
2
4
6
8
10
flight conditions are shown in Fig. 37 and stability margins and
T I U E . (I!
closed-loop eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 38. The high gain at
C.G. LOCATIONl%MAC
low frequency,goodloop-gaincrossovercharacteristics,high
-50% MAC
frequencyattenuation,andstabilityaremaintainedat
all flight
conditions for all c.g. locations [24].
Fig.
34.
Closed-loop normal acceleration and pitch rate response at
Thecontrol law was implementedona
motionbaseflight
LANDING flight condition.
simulator. Extensive tests were conductedby three test pilots. For
all c.g.locationsandflightconditions
they ratedtheflying
yl

m

-- --
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qualities equal to or better than those for current airplanes that
have
excellent
inherent
stability
andcontrolcharacteristics.
Particularly important features were the task-tailored stick-force
gradients.thelackofphugoidoscillations,andtheinvariant
handling qualities across the c.g. range and flight envelope.
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Closed-loop speed response at LANDING flight condition

Case Study III: Control Law for a Highly Reliable Control
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Elevator open-loop frequency response for LQG design.
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This applicationinvolvedthedesignofacontrollaw
for
minimum safe flight. The purpose was to provide
a simple, highly
reliable. longitudinal control function in the event of loss of the
more complex Eight control function described in Case Study II.
The control law was obtained via direct synthesis of low-order
feedforward and feedback control laws with constant gains.
The
airplane modeled is the same as thatused in the previous case
except that c.g. has been shifted further aft resulting in increased
open-loop instabilities. When compared to an earlier control law
derived using classical trial-and-error root locus techniques, this
control law offered significant improvements in control performanceandlesssensitivitytovariations
in theairplanestability
characteristics. The work was first reported in [32].
Problem Starement: Because of stringent reliability requirements. the design was constrained to: 1) one set each of redundant
2) simplefeedforwardand
feedforwardandfeedbacksensors,
feedback compensation. 3) no integral control, 4) limited bandwidth due to the presence of unmodeled dynamics, and 5) fixed
gains and filter parameters
for the total flight envelope and all
airplane configurations.
It wasrequiredthatthecontrollawshouldbeimplemented
using a few highly reliable electronic components.
Therefore, a
simplecontrollawstructureconsistingoffirst-orderlead-lag
filters in the feedforward and feedback paths, respectively, was
selected. These filters would be implementedin a redundant set of
hardware. Because of their high reliability. redundant sets of pitch
rate and column force sensors were selected for the inputs to the
feedback and feedforward loops. respectively.
Integral feedback control was not considered for the following
reasons. First. integral control would be provided by the control
law described in Case Study 11. Thus, including an integrator in
the backup control law would lead to redundant and uncontrollable integral modes if both control laws were operating simultaneously.Thisproblemcouldbeavoided
by havingthebackup
control law as a standby mode. However, multichannel implementation of a control law with a pure integrator will require careful
cross-channel synchronization. The required cross-channel signal
paths could result in failures propagating from one channel to the
other. thus compromising the required reliability.
In Case Study 11, nearly uniform command response characteristics were obtained for all flight conditions and airplane states.
Thiswasdue to thehigh loop gainfurnished by thefeedback
integrator. This cannot be achieved using the lead-lag compensator structure selected for this application. Therefore, the sensitivity or gain between the pilot's force inputand the aircraft response
will vary considerably. This variation will be a function of the
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severalplantdesignconditions ( i = 1, ., A;). The control law
open-loopairplanestabilityandcontrolcharacteristicsandthe
hasthegeneralstructure
of alineartime-invariantstate-space
gains in thefeedbackandfeedforwardloops.Thecontrollaw
must ensure that the range of stick forces required to maneuver at model expressed in the minimal realization form 1331:
various flight conditions and airplane states is manageable by the
i = A , z + BL.~15
(15)
pilot.
Using pitch rate feedback it is only possible
to significantly alter
u = C,.Z+ Dry,
(16)
the short period mode characteristics of the airplane. For some
flightconditionswiththec.g.attheaftlimit,theclosed-loop
where A,. is a block diagonal matrix.
airplane may exhibit instability in the form of a pure divergence.
Any combination of independent parameters in the matrices A ( ,
It occurs in the long-term speed and flight path response of the
BL.,
Cc, and D,. can be selected and used to minimize a quadratic
airplaneandmustbesufficientlyslowtoallowthe
pilot to
cost
function of the form:
maintain control.
Requirements and Objectives: Thefollowingare themain
.,\;
design requirements and objectives.
J(t,)= 112
~ ~ ' ~ , E [ ~ J ( t , ) Q ' l ; ( r , ) + u T ( r . ~ f ) (17)
Ri~~(tf)].
Satisfyminimumsafeflyingequalitiesrequirement
121 and
1
[26]. These are detailed specifications for allowable stability and
outputresponseCharacteristicsevenwithfailures
in theflight
This weighted average cost function over >\I design conditions
control system.
permits the designer to synthesize a linear time-invariant control
The maneuver stick-force gradients must be within 20
Ib!g
law of
the
form
expressed
by (15)
and
(16). It satisfies
and 120 Ib/g for flaps-up flight, and30 Ib/g and 180 lbig for flaps performance and robustness requirements that represent a comdown flight (landing).
promise between the various plant conditions.
The short period mode damping must be greater than 0.35.
The cost function is evaluated to a finite terminal time t-f. In
Thetransientpitchrateresponsemustbewithinspecified
contrast to using a steady-state cost function
1341. this approach
envelopes (see Fig. 17).
does not require a stabilizing initial guess to start the optimization
The time-to-doubleamplitudeofanyunstableroots
must process.Thesteady-statesolution(i.e..when
t , approaches
exceed 12 s.
infinity) is obtained by gradually increasing the value of rfuntil the
Gains and filter time constants must be constant.
final value of J(rr) settles to within a predetermined increment of
Meet f 6 dB gain margin and 2 45 deg phase margin within its previousvalue. Convergence to asteady-statecostfunction
the control bandwidth.
automatically guarantees asymptotic stability when conditions of
Loop gain crossover frequency must be greater than:
controllability and observability are satisfied.
The parameter optimization can also be conducted subject to
Flaps-up
flight:
rad/s
2
additionallinear
andnonlinearconstraints.PerformingconFlaps-downflight: 1 rad/s
strained optimization is useful since, in general. design requireThe high-frequency loop gain must be below
- 10 dB at 10 ments are not always easily expressed in the form of a quadratic
rad/s with a minimum negative slope of - 40 dB!decade beyond cost function. With direct constraints. numerous iterative adjust10 rad/s.
ments in the cost weighting matrices 0 ;and R' and the parameter
Design Method: Thecontrol lawsynthesis is basedonthe
Wpito satisfy a given design requirement can
be eliminated.
method described in [21]. It is a systematic approach to directly
The constraints are of the form:
determine control law gains and filter parameters that
will meet
practicaldesignconstraints
in termsofcontrollawstructure,
performanceobjectives,androbustnessrequirementsforplants
represented by multiplelinearmodels.
The method 1211 is whichrepresentlinear or nonlinearinequality or equalityconstraints. and
generally not known and therefore will be summarized here.
The procedure uses a nonlinear, constrained parameter optimization technique to calculate the control law parameters subjected
to the differential constraints of multiple linear plant models. The
which represents bounds on the covariances of certain outputs for
latter are given by the following state-space descriptions:
given covariances of a set of disturbance inputs. Minimization of
is performed
x=A'x-+B'u+r'n
(10) thecostfunction(17)subjecttotheseconstraints
numerically using a nonlinear programming technique based on a
x(t, j = x:,
(1 1) projected Lagrangian method [35].
Problem Formulation: Theabwe designprocedurewas
with outputs
applied to thesynthesisofbothafeedbackandfeedforward
control law. The flight conditions usedare those shown in Fig. 11.
J = C'X-+
D'u + Q'TZ
(12) At eachconditiontherearetwostatemodelsoftheairplane
representing the forward c.g. position (23 percent MAC) and the
for
aft c.g. position (55 pcrcent MAC). respectively. The correspondi = l . . ., Np.
ing open-loopeigenvaluesareshown
in Fig. 39. At theworst
condition the airplane is unstable with a time-to-double amplitude
The superscript i refers to the ith plant condition and Np is the of less than 3 s ( h = 0.219).
total number of design conditions. The disturbances are random
The primary objective was to stabilize the short period mode
initial conditions with covariance:
[ 2 ] . The airplane model
and provide acceptable flying qualities
used in the synthesis was a short period approximation of the full
airplane longitudinal dynamics. This approximation was obtained
b j deletingthespeedandpitchanglestatesfromthemodels
and random white noise inputs n with covariance:
showninAppendix
C.However,closed-loopcontrolanalyses
E[n(t+7)nT(f)]=N;8(7).
(14) were performed with the full longitudinal models.
The control law structure is shown in Fig. 40. It is similar to
Theobjective
is tosynthesizedirectly
a controllawthat
that of a control law shown inFlg. 41 which had been synthesized
providessatisfactorystability,performance.androbustnessat
earlier using the root locus technique, except that there
are no gain
I=
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Fig. 39. Eigenvalues of the open-loop airplane-Case Study III.

Fig. 42. Synthesis model for direct reduced order design.
calculated to minimize the following cost function:

where nz is the airplane incremental normal acceleration response
The synthesis was performed using a model of the airplane at the
VMIN flightcondition (Fig. 11)withthec.g.
atthe mostaft
location. At this condition, the airplane exhibits the largest openloop instability. It was found that satisfactory stability characterisI
tics could be obtained for all flight conditions and c.g. locations
without including the state modelsfrom the otherflight conditions
asdifferentialconstraints.As
will beseenlater,
this was not
possible in the feedforward design.
The cost function was evaluated for input disturbances consisting of vertical gust (Dryden spectrum [30]) w n ; control input noise
6,; and pitch ratesensor noise qn. Thecorrespondingspectral
densities aregiven
in Fig. 42. Valuesweredetermined
by
performing a standard full-order LQG design with loop recovery
using the short period mode model of the airplane. This design
procedure was similar to that in Case Study 11. except that there
was no integral control and only the pitch rate sensor was used in
changes as a function of flight condition and independent lead-lag the estimator design. This control law met all design requirements
and a reduced-order version of it furnished the initial values for
filters have been added to the feedback and feedforward paths.
ease of
thefeedbackparameters.Becauseofthecomputational
respectively. Both controllawsusepitchrateasthefeedback
LQG synthesis, this approach was more efficient than attempting
signalandcolumnforce
as thefeedforwardsignalandaccept
to determine the required spectral densities iteratively using the
commandsfroman
additionalcontrollawsuch
astheone
described in Case Study 11. The state equations for the feedback procedure in [2 11.
The cost function (22) does not include a penalty on the control
and feedforward control laws are given by:
6,. In order to avoidinfinite gains and bandwidth. the control law
parameters were constrained as follows:

COLUMN FORCE
Fc

and

feedback filter pole:

la1 s 10

directpitchrategain:

Idll 5 10

gainonthe

filter state:

IcI(5 10.

To ensurethatthevariations
incolumnforcegradientswere
within 20 Ib/g and 120 lb/g for flaps-up flight conditions and 30
a, cI, and dl, and the
The feedback control law parameters are
Ib/g and 180 Ib/g for flaps-down flight conditions. the static gain.
feedforwardcontrollawparameters
are c2 and dz. Thesefive
parameters define the gain and filter coefficients of the compensa-in thefeedbackloopwasconstrained.Increasingstaticgain
tors. A fixed 1 s time constant was specified for the feedforward reducesvariations in the column force gradient. The following
lowerbound wasestablishedbased
on theopen-loopairpIane
path. z and z , are thefeedbackandfeedforwardcompensator
characteristics
at
all
flight
conditions
and
the specified requireF, isthepilot's
states,respectively. q is thepitchrateinput,
column force input. and6, is the command to the elevator control ments for maximum and minimum column force gradients:
servo.
static feedback loop gain: I c1+ d lI 2 3.15.
The control law synthesis was performedin two steps. First the
feedbackparameterswerecalculated
by solvingaregulator
Directconstraintontheelevatorratecovarianceresponsewas
problem. Given the airplane model with the feedback loop closed, used to ensuresufficientloopgainattenuation
atthehigher
the feedforward parameters were calculatedby solving an explicit frequencies. It was expressed as follows:
model-following problem.
loop
gain
attenuation:
~ [ 8 : ( t , - )5] 8: ma*.
(23)
Thefeedbackcontrollawparameters
a, cl, and dl were
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By loweringtheupperbound
$.,
iteratively,therolloff
behavior at frequencies at and beyond 10 rad/s was adjusted until
the requirements were satisfied
With the feedback control law defined, the feedforward control
law was synthesized. The objective was to obtain good command
response to column force inputs. The parameters c2 and d2 were
determinedfromthe
minimizationofthemeansquare
error
n,
betweentheactualairplaneincrementalnormalacceleration
and the output of an ideal model z , ~subjected to a step column
force F, input. The cost function was of the form:

-:2
-3w.l
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In order to meet command response requirements over the total
flight envelope and all c.g. locations, the cost function had to be
averaged over twoflight conditions. These were VMIN and VFC/
MFC flight conditions (see Fig. 11). Both models were for the aft
c.g., location (55 percent MAC). No constraints wereimposed on
theparameters c2 and dz, excepttheywere scaled so that the
lowest
stick
force
gradient
was
20
Ib/g.
The
feedforward
controllerdesigndid not affectthestabilityoftheclosed-loop
airplane. Block diagrams of the final feedforward and feedback
control laws are shown in Fig. 40.
Results: Figs. 43 and 44 show the closed-loop eigenvalues at
the various flight conditions for the direct reduced-order modem
design and the classical design. respectively. Although they both
meettheminimumrequirementof
0.35for theshortperiod
damping.themoderndesignexhibitsbetteroveralldamping
characteristics with considerably less sensitivity to changes in the
flightcondition.Thisisalsotruewithregardtotheaperiodic
instability where the minimum time-to-double amplitude has been
increased from 12-24 s. This improvement is due to higher lowfrequency loop gain for the modem design when compared
with
the classical design.
ControlloopstabilitymarginsareshowninFig.
45. Both
designsmeettheminimumrequirements.Fig.
46 demonstrates
thatthemoderndesignmeetstherequirements
forminimum
crossoverfrequencyandhighfrequencyrolloff.Thecrossover
frequency exceeds 2 rad!s for flaps-up CRUISE flight condition
flightcondition.The
and 1 rad/sforflaps-downLANDING
minimum gain attenuation requirements at high frequency are also

LOW F R E Q U E N C Y
GAIN BOUNDARY

-70

I

I

I

1

1

10

. 3 q
360

I

,

,

I

1

1

10

100

.o 1

.01

100

FREQUENCY, iradk)

(b)
Fig.

4 6 ,

Modern design elevator open-loop frequency response. (a)
LANDING condition. (b) CRUISE condition.

met. These frequency responses. which are computed with the u,
and 0 statesdeleted, are typical ofthoseattheother
flight
conditions [32].
Fig. 47 shows the pitch rate responses at the LANDING and
CRUISE flightconditions.Althoughbothdesignsprovideresponses that fall
within
the
envelopes,
the
modern
design
furnishes more desirable responses. The classical design exhibits
considerable variations from flight condition to flight condition
and a significant sensitivityto changesin the locationof the c.g. In
contrast.themoderndesignfurnishesrelativelyinvariantresponsesastheflightconditionandc.g.locationchange.These
responses are typical of those at the other flight conditions [32].
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Case Study I1 demonstrated the effectiveness of LQG synthesis
when it is combined with classical frequency domain interpretationsofperformanceandsensitivityproperties.Theapproach
28
offered a direct way of incorporating requirements for command
24
response, disturbance rejection, and insensitivity to plant model
2.0
errors. Becauseeach
oftheserequirementswereassociated
1.6
directly with parameters in theproblemformulations,their
implementation and the tradeoff between conflicting requirements
3 12
were systematic and direct. The resulting control law maintained
8
good performance and stability characteristics over a wide range
4
of aircraft parameter variations. This made it possible to use a
00
verysimplegainschedulingscheme.
In our opinion. using the
0
2
4
6
8 1 0
0
2
4
6
8 1 0
TIME. IS!
TIME. 111
classical synthesis techniques for this problem would have been
LANDINGCONDITION
more time consuming and led to a control law with more complex
gainschedules.Thelatterwould
be required for more explicit
compensation for known parameter variations.
The approach used in Case Study 111 offered a direct way of
solving
very
a constrained
control
problem.
There
was
a
significant reduction in the number of required design iterations
andanimprovementinthequalityofthecontrollawwhena
work performedusingthe
comparisonwasmadetoearlier
standard root locusandfrequencyresponsetechniques.The
technique is computationally a more cumbersome procedure than
classical as well as other modem synthesis techniques. However,
the availability of efficient computer implementation
of the design
0
2
4
6
8 1 0
0
2
4
6
8 1 0
algorithms
makes
the
approach
cost
effective
for
many
applicaTIUE. ( S I
TIME ( $ 1
tions.
CRUISE CONDITION
Thethreecasestudiesillustratethatmoderncontrollaw
Classical Design
Modern Design
synthesis techniques can be usedto improve the quality and reduce
as inthecaseof
developmentcostofcontrollaws.However,
Fig. 47. Normalized pitch rate response-Case Study 111.
using classical techniques. success still requires good understanding of the control problem and
the physical plant. Ignoring this
fundamentalpremise is thecauseoftheso-calledfailures
of
Co?JcLusroNs
modern techniques, exactly the same wayit would be the cause of
Control law synthesis will play a key role in the design of new failure of any technique.
aircraft. It will be part of the iterative development of the aircraft
The newtechniques
are not radicaldeparturesfrompast
configuration and propulsion system.
The quality of the control
practices. but are instead natural extensions and improvements to
laws will have a significant impacton overall aircraft performance existing techniques. Competitive solutions of the control problems
andsafety offlight.The
bestavailablesynthesisandanalysis
for future aircraft will require the application
of many synthesis
techniques including the new developments. For a given problem,
techniques should therefore be used.
Recentdevelopments in thepracticalapplicationofmodern
the controlengineermust
be preparedtochoosethemost
control theory combined with the availability of excellent comappropriate approach from a wide selection of alternatives.
puter-basedsynthesisandanalysistoolsofferthepotential
for
significant improvements in control law quality and reduction of
APPENDIX
A
the associated development cost. The three case studies are only
modestexamplesofthis.However,theresultssupportthe
NOMENCLATURE
contention that significant benefits will accrue
in the solution of
Plant system matrix
A
controlproblemsthathaveseveralcontrolobjectivesandconController system matrix
straints. These are typical of most aircraft control problems that
Ac
require careful blending of several outputs, inputs.
Plant input matrix
or both to meet
B
Controller input matrix
the objectives and satisfy the constraints.
B,
Plant output matrix
C
In Case Study I. formulating the autopilot control law design as
a linear quadratic regulator problem offered additional insight and
Controller output matrix
understandingthatwerenotavailableusingtherootlocus
Yawingmomentcoefficient
due to aileron detechnique. Specifically, the LQR synthesis allowed quick identififlection
Center of gravity
cation of the necessary feedback signals and corresponding gains
Controller constraints
required to achieve both good control performance and insensitivity to nonlinearities and parameter variations. Obtaining the same
Plant direct transmission matrix
results using classical techniques would have required eithermore
Controller direct transmission matrix
insight and experience on the part of the control en,'olneer or a
Elevator input noise spectral density (deg)? s
more time-consuming and costly trial-and-error approach.
Expected value of [. ]
Column force (Ib)
The key in solving this problem was to recognize the effects of
Gravity constant ( = 32.17 ftis')
simultaneousparametervariationsintherudderandaileron
Altitude rate ( f t i s )
control loops. If multiloop sensitivity or stability margin analysis
Altitude rate sensor noise spectral density (ftk)'
had beenperformedduringthe
initial phaseofcontrollaw
S
development. the possibility of limit cycle oscillations would have
Altitude rate sensor noise ( f t i s )
been predicted priorto flight. This analysis could have been either
Yaw moment of inertia (slug f
t
'
)
in the form of introducing simultaneous parameter variations in
Linear combination of proportional and integral
the two control loops or in the form of the more formal singular
n,,,terms (g)
value analysis [ 151.
C. G. LOCATIONS:

-23% MAC
- _ 55% MAC
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Cost function
Ratio of calibrated airspeed to true airspeed (kn/
(ft/s))
Feedforward
normal
acceleration
to
column
force coefficient (gllb)
Integral nzucoefficient (s- I )
Ratio of short-term normal acceleration to longterm airspeed change &/knot)
Proportional speed penalty on velocity (g/ft/s)
Linear quadratic Gaussian
Linear quadratic regulator
Mean aerodynamic chord
Disturbance input vector
Disturbance covariance matrix
Number of plant design conditions
Lateral acceleration (g)
Normal (vertical) acceleration (g)
Normal acceleration sensor noise spectral density (g)? s
Normal acceleration sensor noise (9)
Blended normal acceleration and speed (g)
Roll rate (deg/s)
Criteria weighting matrix
Pitch rate (deg/s)
Dynamic pressure (Ib/ft2)
Pitch rate sensor noise spectral density (deg/s)?
s
Pitch rate sensor noise (deg/s)
Control weighting matrix
Yaw rate (deg/s)
Root mean square
Laplace operator
Wind shear rate input noise spectral density (ft/
s3)2 s
Wind shear rate input noise (ft/s3)
Time (s)
Initial time (s)
Finite terminal time for optimization
Time-to-double amplitude
Forward velocity (ft/s)
Operating point for forward velocity (fils)
Control input vector
Incremental forward velocity (ft/s)
Horizontal gust velocity (ft/s)
Mean horizontal wind rate (ftls')
Mean horizontal wind velocity (ft/s)
Horizontal gust noise spectral density (fils)' s
Horizontal gust noise input (ft/s)
Longitudinal acceleration sensor noise spectral
density (ft/s')' s
Longitudinal acceleration sensor noise (ft/s')
Lateral velocity (ft/s)
Incremental lateral velocity (ft/s)
Calibrated airspeed (kn)
Flight condition defined in Fig. 11
Mean airspeed (ft/s)
Flight condition defined in Fig. 11
Speed equation input noise spectral density (ft/
s2) s
Speed equation input noise (ft/s')
Reference airspeed (kn)
True airspeed (fils)
True airspeed sensor noise spectral density (ft/
s)l s
True airspeed sensor noise (fils)
Vertical velocity (ft/s)
Incremental vertical body axis velocity (ft/s)
Cost function weighting
Vertical gust velocity (ft/s)
Vertical gust variable
Vertical gust noise spectral density (ft/s)' s

Vertical gust noise input (ft/s)
Plant state vector
Initial condition covariance matrix
Plant initial condition
Criterion variable (g)
Dutch roll mode output
Plant sensor output vector
High-pass-filtered command signal (deg)
Controller state
Ideal model state
Angle of attack (deg)
Sideslip angle (deg)
Plant disturbance input matrix
Aileron position (deg)
Aileron command (deg)
Elevator position (deg)
Elevator command (deg)
Elevator noise input (deg)
Flap position (deg)
Servo noise input (deg)
Servo position (deg)
Damping ratio
Pitch angle (deg)
Eigenvalue
rms value
Roll angle (deg)
Heading angle (deg)
Track angle (deg)
Complemented heading or track angle (deg)
Disturbance direct transmission matrix
Time shift (s)
Frequency (rad/s)
Estimated quantity
Differentiation with respect to time
B
APPENDIX

FLIGHT MECHANICS
AND CONTROL DEFIWITIONS
This Appendix contains a brief description of the aeronautical
is
terms used in this paper. For further information the reader
or [31].Fig.
48 depictsa
referred to sourcessuchas[23]
coordinate system for the equationsof motion of an aircraft. A set
of orthogonal axes Oxyz, where 0 is at the center of gravity, is
fixed in theairplaneandmoveswithit.
U , V , and W arethe
velocity components of the center of gravity parallel to Ox, Oy,
and 02, respectively, and p , q , and r are the angular velocities
around the corresponding axes. p is the roll rate, q is the pitch
rate, and r is the yaw rate of the aircraft.
In the equilibrium state Ox and Oz are in the vertical plane with
Oz downwards. Ox may in general be at a nonzero angle with the
horizontal plane. However, for simplicity this angle is assumed to
be zero. Oy is in the horizontal plane. Fig 49 depicts the angular
of theaxes.First
rotationsthatdefinethedisturbedposition
OX,,^^^ is rotated about Ozothrough the yaw angle $, next Oxlylzo
is rotated about Oy, through the pitch angle0, and finally Oxy,z2 is
rotated about Ox through the roll angle 4. With these definitionsof
the yaw angle, pitch angle, and roll angle the roll rate, pitch rate,
and yaw rate are defined as
p = d - $ sin 0
q = e cos & + $ cos B sin 6
r=

- 6 sin 6-1-4cos e cos 4 .

The general equationsof the rigid body motions of the airplane are
coupled and nonlinear with the state vector U , V , W , 0, 6,p , q ,
and r [23] or [31].
The equations used in this paper are a set of small perturbation
CJ = U, V = O., W
equations linearized at the operating point
=O.,0=0..4=O..p=O.,q=O.,andr=O.
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For the typeof aircraft considered in this paper the frequenciesare
of the order of 1 rad/s for the dutch roll and roll modes and 0.01
rad/s for the spiral mode.
The location of the centerof gravity (c.g.) is measured in terms
of the distance along the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)
in units
of percentMAC.Thelatter
is areferencelinelocated
in the
vertical plane of symmetry of the aircraft approximately parallel
of
to the Ox axis. Its length and longitudinal position are a function
the shape, size, and position of the wing. The locationof the c.g.
As it moves aft,
has astronginfluenceonaircraftstability.
stability is reduced or instabilities are increased.
APPENDIX C
MODELS

Fig. 48. Airplane axes: Translational and rotational velocity components.

ThisAppendixcontainsmodeldata
for theaircraftofCase
Studies I1 and 111. The equations are of the form
X = A x + Bu

Y=CX+DU
where x is n X 1 state vector, u is rn X 1 input vector, and y is p
x 1 output vector. A , B, C, and D are n X n , n x m, p X n ,
and p X 177 matrices. respectively.

Disturbance Models

20

Fig. 49.

The Dryden turbulence state model
is described in [30]. For
Case Study 11, mean airspeed was defined as

Definition of the rotation angles.

Thecorrespondingsmallelements
of theperturbationstate
vector are ui,u , w, 8 , I$,p , q, and r. The linearization results in
(1) thelongitudinal
twodecoupledsets
of equationstermed
equations of motion with the state vector u,, w , 8. and q; and ( 2 )
the lateral directional equations of motion with the state vector u.
4, P , and r.
The perturbed angle of attack cy is defined as
a=sin-'

(z)

=z

57.3 (deg).

(6)=v
UO

where I/ is forward speed and un:,$ is horizontal mean wind speed.
True airspeed is defined as

v,= u

where u g is the zero mean horizontal random gust velocity. Mean
V,, was used in the
airspeed V,,,, ratherthantrueairspeed
regulated output for the controllaw synthesis in order to minimize
control activity due to horizontal gust (u,) inputs.

The following are the data for the state models. The elements
of
the state. input and output vectors are defined in Appendix A.

57.3 (deg).

nz= U o ( q - &)/(57.3g0) (g).

Flisht Ccndition: :3U:SE

r ' t h i.9.

4 Matrix: States

('Jm,

q, 9 , 5 , .

-.a1365
,1760

.X017 -.5613
1.X:
,3012'

-.0!515
.X:07
0.

The incremental lateral acceleration n, is defined as:
0.

C.
0.

c.
0.

0.

The altitude rate is defined as:

The heading angle is equal to the
angle, $, is defined as:
= $ +P

-.7520

a,

.37696 -.8:25
1.
0.
0.

-3.399

c.

yaw angle, $, andthetrack

0.
C.

c.

0.
0.
S0.P

(deg).

n.

The longitudinal motionof the airplane is characterized by the two
second-order modes termed the short period and phugoid modes.
For thetype of aircraft considered in this paper the former
is
associated with states cy and q and range in frequency from 1 to 3
radls while the latter is associated with statesui and 8 and range in
frequency from 0.05 rad/s to 0.2 radls.
The lateral directional motion of the airplane
is characterized
by the second-order dutch roll mode and the first-order roll and 3.
3.
3.
spiral modes. The motions involve perturbationsin /3,F , p , and 4.
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'8".

3.

_.

0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

3.

:r. /II:

1
:
"
.

0 . 0 .

1

1 . 0 .
0 . 1 .
3.
0.

c . 0 . 3 .
c . 3 . 3 .
c.
3 . 1 .
c..
1 . 1 .

0.

0.

.

0

.

0

.
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1)

55% WC

F l i g h t Condition: VFCIHFC uith C.9. at

A Matrix: States (ui.

a, 4 . 9 , 6?, dseryo. ug. “9, wg?)

.00518 -.55566
-.00702 .06339
,00591
-.OK54 -.38892 1.0057
.00061
.35210 -.47381 -.OOOOO
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

0.

0.

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

8 Matrix: Inputs

un, wn,

(6ec,

0.

0.
0.

0.
-20.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

0.

-.06112
-.04632
1.7862

20.

,00712 -.00566
.01554 .04C18
-.00061 -.a3638
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

C.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

0.

0.
-.5545&
0.

-.55455

.On555

0.

0.

-.XI555

-.55454

-30.
0.

0.

qn)

6,.

C Matrix: Output (nZ. q)

.W5W

-.31413

.11679
-.On172
.C€OOO

0.

0. !.O

0.

0 Hatrix:

0.

Inputs (dec, u,,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

w
,,

0.
0.0.

-.0050C -.01207 0.
0.
0.

1221

qn)

6,.

r231

0.

0.
0.

1.

1241
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2) F l i g h t Condition:
4 Matrix: States

3, I , ,

.OOOOO
-.06254 .0188@
.01089 -.99290
.99795
.a7743
1.6754
-1.3111
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

I.

0.

(6ec,

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.
0.

0.

3.

0.
30.
0.
0.

ws,

u,

0.

0.

20.

.06254 -.IN123
-.01089
.06449
-.on43 -.loem
0.
0.

0.
-30. 0.
0. -.E8206
0. 0.
0. 0.

-20.

a.
0.

0.

0.

an, 5 , .

ugl)
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
-.8@206 .00882
-.00882 -.88206

qn)

0.

!.3282

0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

a.

8 Yatrix: lnouts

iserlO.u9.

-.56141
-.02751
-.07057
.ON97
-.no030
-4.2503

0.

0.

at 55% HAC

VHIY with c.g.

(ui, 2. q.

0.

1.62671
-68.75283

0.

C Hatr’x: Output (nz, 4)
0.

-.OX19
.17604
.OCC9@
-.CUI31
.03378
0.
1.
0 Yatrir:

0c.
.
0.

ilpbts

0.

( s e e c . u,, v,,

00..

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

6,.

0.

.00519 -.Oh186 0.
0.
0.

qn)
1.
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